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[Jojo Pellegrino]
Obviously it's a rap flow blow like Mortys, 
Tommy Tee on the track Jojo & Noora, 
This one's a smash all up in the club like go shawty, It's
your birthday
Bash now you know 'em, 
How you keep me 'head of tone Now all we need some
booze in the bottle and
We be set to go, 
Ohm got little look in your eyes you grindin that pretty
round thing on me
While I'm pulling your dice whole place, 
These ain't drop or retarded I'm sipping lue of you got
it you got it, 
Damn I think I just started now the whole room's
spinning, 
Hot like a soul food kitchen you know who spitting Pella.

[Noora Noor]
I wonder if I could be your girl, 
Cause of your mind I tell it text, 
Oh my keep shish I give to you, 
My body needs too be touched.

[Jojo Pellegrino]
I be grinding the patient like ohm, 
And I'm a palm in her waist she like ohm, 
See here Noora's in my face and ohm, 
Now we go home in.
X2

[Noora Noor]
I'm watching you watching me back, 
Just pull before you jump react at all the pills and where
you act, 
The Two of us now that's alright.

[Jojo Pellegrino]
I be grinding the patient like ohm, 
And I'm a palm in her waist she like ohm, 
See here Noora's in my face and ohm, 
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Now we go home in.
X2

[Jojo Pellegrino]
Tommy Tee got 'em Feelin It like yeah yeah, 
Noora got 'em Feelin It like yeah yeah, 
JJ P got 'em Feelin It like yeah yeah, 
Now take it to the bridge.

[Jojo Pellegrino]
Hold up waves it's not a rap yet go harder home, 
No assbacks coop Noora and lead that's we care less, 
What they talking conquer the world slowly, 
One step at a time sun repping with rhymes now shorty,
Cause I'm hung destined to shine if you listen up
closely then your're
Fine, 
Bonatti 'till the point where you press rewind, 
The point where you press rewind, 
The point where you press rewind oh shit 'em, 
Blacking out what's that about woofers and tweeters
blowing the speakers
The beach is banging out, 
Bonatti Tommy Tee got the massive plout 
And Pelle got the handles out who beefing with Noora
what's the problem.

[Jojo Pellegrino]
I be grinding the patient like ohm, 
And I'm a palm in her waist she like ohm, 
See here Noora's in my face and ohm, 
Now we go home in.
X4
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